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Dleasrrred Yalues of Temperature
and Slreathing Moisture Gontent
ín Residential Attic Assemblies
W.B. Ro¡e

ABSTRACT

t
t

winter. During the winter, the interior space ís hum e¿'

The laboratory ís equipped to monitor wealher, temPert'

rure, humidìry, moisture content, heu flttx, pressure

dìfference, atú qir movement. Hourly data have been

colleaed continuously þr two years.

instruments usedfor meqsurement and dqta acquisition are

presented.

BACKGROT,'ND

(-18'C) and78% rh.' 
It was found after two weeks in the climatometer that

roof panels I and} remained dry. However, roof panel 3

had irost on the deck near the center but none near the

eaves. Britton (1947) suggesüed in the in-house report that

" 1/300th of the reflected roof surface may not be sufficient

ventilation to prevent con ere

there is no effective vaPor the

i¡sulation.' Another series the

project was discontinued for lack of funds' It is interesting

L note that the standard rule of thumb for the ventilation of

attic assemblias (the 1/3OO ratio) arose from incomplete

work on flat roof panels within a steady-condition clima-

tometer with no simulation of radia¡t effects and no

provision for either mechanically induced or natural

airflow.
In Lg62 Hinrichs (1962) compared the performance of

various ven ive imPortance of

air leakage ransPort mechan-

ism. Little the 1980s' Ford

moi
eet
men

in New Jersey and were able to confirm large seasonal

variations. Currently, Forest et al' (1990) are conducting a

rigorous study on attic performance under natural con-

ditions, focusing on wind effects'

The effectiveness of attic ventilation has been the

subject of much speculation and little study. The first

scientific studies on attic performance were conducted in an

environmental chamber at the University of Minnesota by

Professor Frank Rowley (1939), who found 'For cold attic

spaces, it is desirable to allow openings for outside air

circulation through attic space as a Precaution against

condensation on the underside of the roof even though

barriers are used in the ceiling below' n The first publication

of attic venting 'ratiosn appeared in two publications by the

Small Homes Council (University of Illinois), "lnsulationn

(Konzo et al. 194'6) and "Moisture Condensation, " authored

Housing and Home Finance

work at Penn State under the

The Penn S0ate researchers

(including Hechler, Queer, and Mcl:ughlin) constructed a

building with wall test panels and three roof test panels that

AIM

The aim of this paper is to present and explain the

measurements of temperature and sheathing moisture

content that have been taken at a building research labora-

fi tted ti ghtly within a 20-ft -b y -22-ft(6.l-m-by{.7-m)clirla- tory The aim is to answer the questions, nHow hot does a

William B. Rose is research architect at the Building Research Council, University of lllinois
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roof get?' and 'How wet does the

This presentation is part of a la
effort aimed at characterizing the

typical residential attic assemblies under natural conditions'

The øsk of characterizing the overall performance of attics

involves the measurement of several parameters: temPera-

ture, moisture content, relative humidity, airflow, air

change rate, heat flux, pressure difference, energy con-

sumption, etc. Only temperature and moisture content data

will be presented here.

This paper does not aim to model roof performance or

to compare the variety of venting straÞgies or venting

products. Rather, it seeks to establish what happens in only

two cases of venting: with and without vent devices in

place.
This paper does not propose changes to current building

practice or building codes. 'Vy'hether such changes are or are

not appropriate is a decision best left to organizations suite<l

to deal with the multiplicity of conflicting interests such

proposals entail. However, it is hoped that these rezults are

formattert in a way that will be helpful to those studying

changes ûo practices and codes. A study of these results

may lead to a greater understanding of performance trade-

offs, which may increase the range of design options.

Fígure 2 Pbn of the buílding research laboratory'

It had been the intent of this project to construct study

two vented attic volumes showed similar airtightnass (within
ic volumes. ln
(2 and 3, 4 and

Performance'
to be tYPical of

asphalt triPle-tab.
The interior of each bay is face<l with 1/2-in' (12-mm)

variables under studY are

" ceiling construction (flat vs. cathedral)'
. venting (with vs. without riclge and sofht vents)'

. airtighiness of the ceiling (capped vs' uncapped open-

ings in the ceiling)'
. 

"Jh".tr"l 
ceiling insulation placement ("slotted" vs'

"stuffed').

The "slotte<l" cathedral ceilings are constructed witlì

lO-in. (254-nun) batt insulation (R-30) in the 11 ll4-in'
(286-mm) cavity, leaving a continuous air slot along the

unclerside of the sheathing. The 'stuffed' cathedral ceilings

(2/¡.4m)

20' (6 1m)

I

During 1989, a laboratory buitding, shown in the photo

of Figure 1, was desigrre<t anct constnrcted on an exposed

site in central Illinois' The builcting is located on a slight

rise, 200 ft (60 m) from other buildings and treelines'

There is a weatber station on the site and a station of the

National Weather Service located 1/4 mile (400 m) away'

The plan of the builcling is shown in Figure 2. It
contains eight study bays, each 20 ft by 8 ft (6.1 mby 2'4

construction.

SETI'P

Figure 1 Photograph of the building research labora-
tory.
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Fígure 3

lomperaturs and ÍE sensor

AsPhalt shlnglss
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orlenlod slrand board shealhlng

PolYBtYrâne alr ohule

ralsôd-hoel rool truô8

Poloral€d vlnyl solllt penel (0.srm)

CEILINO HOLE

1 1¿2' PVC plpe

dlrecllon sen8or

enemom€ler

cap

Eaves sedíon of the vented, flat-ceiting bay at the building research laboratory , showíng construction daails ,

placement of the air chute, sensor location, atú detail of the ceiling hole.

TABLE 1

Deta¡ls of Co¡utruction by Component

DescripfünComponent

Roofrng

Sheatbing

Framing

Vepor retarders

Insulatir¡n

Ceiling opening

Vent devices

Reinforced asphalt triple-tab shingles over #15 felt underlayment. Whiæ shingles on Bay 1; black shingles on all other

bays.

?/16" oriented strand board (OSB) nailed to framing. Foil-faced polyisocyanurate insulation, 1 in. thick, beneath

sheathing in bay 8 onlY.

pre-engineercd trusses at 2' o.c. n flat-cciling bays 1, 2,3, 4, ¿nd 5. Dimension lumber 2xl2 ¡afte¡ framing at 2'

o.c. in cathedral-ceiling bays 6, 7, and 8.

No vapor retarders in the ceilings of bays l, 2, 3,4 and 5. Cathodral ceiling bays 6, 7 , and 8 have kraft insulation

facing face-stapled to the undersides of the rafters. The k¡aft facing is discontinuous at 4' intervals'

R-30 unfaced fiberglass baü insulation in bays 3 and 5. Loose-f¡ll fiberglass insulation blown to R-30 in bays 2 and

4. Kraft faced R-30 fiberglass baB insulationin the "slotted" cavities of bays 6 and ? and in all of the cavities of bay

g. R-3g fiberglass insulation in the "stuffed" cavities of bays 6 and 7. The R-38 insulation is composed of an upper

batt of R-19 fiberglass from which the kraft facing was rcmovcd, and a lower baü of R-19 fiberglass with the krafr

facing intact.

pVC piping, I l/2" diameter, exænding through the ceiling and insulation. Each opening is equipped with a plumbing

nttinj cap wfrich can be removed. Each opening is inst ¡mented with an anemometer and a thermocouple, used to

comfare the pipe temperature with the room and attic tcmp€ratures in order to indicate flow di¡ection'

Bays 1, 4, 5, and 6, contain ridge and soffit venting devices. The ridge vents are shingle-covered polymer devices with

a fiberglass filter and a baffle which screens the opening. The soffit vents are vinyl panels with 1/8" diameter

perforations. The vent-to-area ratio is approximately 1/150. Bays 2,3,7 and 8 have cap shingles in place of ridge

vents, and have no perforations in the soffit panels'

AÉic partitbns The flat-ceiling attics are separated thermally by l " of foil-faced polyisocyanuratepanels fastened to the common truss

Cracks are foamed shut with a urethane foam. A gasketed hatch is used to provide access from the interior of bay 0

to the attic of bay I and from one attic space to another' ln the cathedral ceilings, there is no gap which would ¡llow

air movement among any of the four cavities in each bay There is no access to the cathedral ceiling cavities'

TABLE 2

Construction Details by Bay: l99l-L992

Bay # Ceiling Roof Vented Insulation

1

)
3

4
5

6
7
8

flat
flat
flat
flat
flat
cathedral
cathedral
cathedral

white
black
black
black
black
black
black
black

yes

no

no
yes

yes
yes

no

no

bat
loose-hll
batt
loose-fill
batt
slotted/stuffed
slotted/stuffed
I" rigid + batt
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are constructed with two thicknesses of 6 ll4-in. (159-mm)

insulation, each R-19, which completely hll the cavity.

INSTRUMENTATION

Surtace Temperature

Type-T thermocouples are used to make temperature

measurements of the sheathing. All thermocouple wire is of
the same length and from the same source. The thermo-

couples are measured at three data acquisition units, eacb

with a thermistor reference junction. A fifth-order poly-
nomial resident in the data-acquisition unit converts EMF tc
temperature. Possible sources of error include voltage

rearting precision and accuracy, polynomial approximation,

variations in thermocouple wire, and reference junction

precision and accuracy. Where two temperatures are being

compared, the largest source of error, reference thermistor
accuracy, does not apply,
Each bay contains eight sheathing thermocouples, distrib-
uted evenly as follows:
o north slope/south slope,
¡ low (3 ft [0.9 m] up from the eaves)/high (3 ft [0.9 m]

down from the ridge),
. topside (between sheathing and felt roof underlayment)/

underside (fastened beneath the sheathing).

In other worcls, the eight thermocouples represent the

eight (23) possible combinations of
north/south, low/high, and topside/un
ceiling bays have 16 thermocouples
variables described above, plus the variable condition of
"slotted"/'stuffed.'

Air TemperatuFe

Measurements of air temperature in the attic space and

cathedral ceiling cavities are taken using platinum resistance

temperature detectors (RTD)' Each RTD is located near the

riclge and is radiant protected. The RTDs receive an

excitation voltage of 2000 mV, and the output is read across

a 1 kOhm resistor of 1% tolerance maintained at uniform
(indoor) conditions.

Moistur¡e Content

Making continuous remote measurements of wood

procluct moisture content is a research problem of classic

difficulty.
This research made use of electrical resistance tech-

niques developed by Duff(1966), u'ho describes the use of
small mapleblocks 1/16 in. by l/16 ín.by LlZ in. (1.6 mm
by 1.6 mm by 12 mm) with electrodes fastened to opposite

sides. After fabrication, the block probe is embedded in a

wood product. The electrodes from the probe are connected

to a bridge capable of making electrical resistance measure-

ments up to several hundred megohms. The electrical

c,

resistance of the block decreases logarithmically with
increases in moisture content. The relationship between

resistance and moisture content is shown in a chart in the

Woorl Handbook (FPL 1987). The advantages of the

electric resistance technique include

o site specifciry-the block is considered to be in equili-
brium with the small volume of wood surrounding it;

. simplicity-the technique is generic and can be cus-

tomized to various applications;
. track record-ele*trical resistance measurements for

spot measurements have been in widespread use for
decades with considerable confidence; and

c low cosr-this research project required the use of 80

sensors.

However, there are significant disadvantages in the

use of resistance measurements. They include

. inrerchongeability error-diffutent sensors may give

different readings for the same conditions due to

variations in grain of the Probe;
. large capacilance efeas-tupiring a delay in the

electrical resPonse;
o potential for polarization of the resistor over time; and

¡ uncertainty in converting resistance to moisture content

for various wood Products'

Figure 4 shows the sensor that was developed' Twice

the desired number of sensors were fabricated by hand' A

thin, long (l/16 in. by 1116 in. by 6 in., (1.6 mm by 1'6

mm by 150 mm) rod of maple was milled to dimension'

Two opposite sides were painted with conductive epoxy,

ancl then the rod was carefully slipped into a 6-in. (150-

mm) length of polyethylene tubing' Already-prepared

electrodes were slipped into the uncured ePoxy at the end

of the rod, and that end was cut from the remaining rod

with a jeweler's saw. This process was repeate<l until each

rocl provicled approximately 20 small ll4-in' (6.4-mm) -long

sensors. After the epoxy had cured, a scalpel was used to

cut the tubing, exposing one face of maple.

For calibration, the sensors were placed in a controlled

chamber, and the electrode leads were attached to a

multiplexer ancl bridge. The conditions of temperature and

humidity within the chamber were varied over a two-week

periocl. The outlying sensors (with signals outside the

response of the others) were identified and discarded.

The probes were installed in the sheathing in pairs at

each of four monitoring locations in each bay. In each pair,

one probe was an 'embe<lded" probe and the other a

'surfacen probe. The embedded probe was installed by

clrilling a hole in the sheathing almost through the sheath-

ing, then inserting the probe; the exposed surface of the

probe faces the thick¡ess of the sheathing material. The

surface probe was installed by routing a slot on the attic

side of the sheathing and inserting the probe so that the

exposecl face remains flush with the underside of the

sheathing (see Figure 4, insert). The need for a probe to

-l8l
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to megohmmeter

1/8" i.d. polyethylene tubing

1/16" x 1/16" x 1/4" maPle block

conductive epoxy

Moisture content probe, based on the moisture probe of Duf (1966). Insert: photograph of moisture content

probes in place showing embedded and sudace sensors'

*od

Fígure 4

indicate sheathing surface effects was indicated by the

research of Burch (1984). The embedded probe was

inserted into the OSB with air contact rather than wood
contact for two reasons: (1) out of concern that the material

heterogeneity of the OSB would introduce unnecessary effor
into the resistance readings and (2) to enhance the similarity
of conditions between the surface probe and the embedded

probe.
During the first winter of measurements' beginning

January 1991, the resistance in the sensor was determined

by exciting each sensor with a 2000 mV signal, then

reading the voltage drop across a reference resistor (1
megohm, l% tolerance) in series with the sensor, after a

delay of 10 msec. The delay time was determined em-

pirically after trials at different delay times. The voltage
drop across the probe was converted to resistance, and the

resistance values were stored. After making the resistance

measurement, a signal of 2000 mV with reversed polarity
was sent to each sensor. This was done to decrease the

likelihood of polarization error in the sensors. The store¡l
value is a resistance value, not a moisture content value. To
actually convert resistance to moisture content for the

sheathing material-oriented strand board-would require
making gravimetric measurements and electric resistance
measurements of the same samples to develop a correlation.
To date, this work has not been carried out. Instead, the
units' logarithmlg of the resistance (megohms) are used in
the analysis of the data as a standard indicator of wood
product moisture content.

During the second winter, beginning December 1991,
Delmhorst meters were installed to replace the resislance
bridges used during the previous winter. The voltage output
from the moisture meter was converted to moisture content
using curves supplied by the meter manufacturer. Tempera-

ture measurements were taken at the locations of each

moisture content probe, and the temperature corrections

provicled by the meter manufacturer were applied'

The sources of possible error in the moisture content

measurements are consi derabl e. The interchan geabili ty error

among the individual probes was found, during calibration,

to be approximately 4%. Daø from the first winter have

not been converted from resistance to moisture content. The

validity of moisture content values from the second winter

rely heavily on conversion coefficients from the meter

manufacturer.
Polyimide capacitance relative humidity sensors were

installed adjacent to e¿ch air temperature sensor. The output

from these sensors bears a complex relation to the moisture

content reaclings, largely because moisture is constantly

being exchanged between the wood and the air cavity. The

relative humidity dala are not included in this analysis.

Data Acquisitíon

Three data acquisition units are used. They are pro-

grammed to sample each sensor at lO-minute intervals and

then average these values as hourly data' Hourly data from
370 sensors are stored in the data-logging units and the data

are transferrul weekly lo computer storage. The data are

archived, copied to off-site storage, and processed to

prepare a weekly report.

FINDINGS

Dates of each stucly period are shown in Table 3. The

amount of data lost to power outages and reprogramming of
the clata acquisition units can be seen as being minor.
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Missing Date

None
None
June 25-30
None

'-ai
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Test Perkrd

First Winter
First Winter
Summer 1991

Second Vy'inter

Starting Date

December 30, 1990

January 28, l99L
June 1

December I, 1991

TABLE 3

Ending Date

February 24, l99l
February 24, l99l
August 31

February 29,1992

Scope

Flat ceilings
Cathedral ceilings

Both
Both

186

183

182

175

Temperature

The data presentecl here are fro¡n summer 1991' They

are essentially similar to the temperature findings of the

previous sumlner.
Figure 5 shows maximum temPeratures of the sheathing

duringìhe summer. These maximum temPeratures were not

concu-rrent; that is, each value represents the maximum for

the sensor location, drawn from the entire data set of

surruner values.
The highest sheathing temperature, 185"F (85'3"C)'

was measured on the south face of the cathedral bay (8)

with 1 inch of isocyanurate foam insulation directly beneath

the sheathing. The measurement was taken on the top side

of the sh"athing between the sheathing and felt under-

layment under black shingles' All other cathedral ceiling

sheathing reached maximum te¡nperatures above l80oF

(82.2'Ct except the case with venting and a continuous slot

for air movement (170"F [76'8'C] maximum)' The

sheathing of flat ceiling attics did not reach temperatures as

high as lhose in the cathedral ceilings' We may select one

.on,litio., as a baseline: the maximum sheathing temperature

of the top sicle, south sicle of an unvente<l flat-ceiling attic

witfr blaók shingles-l?4-7"F (79'3"C)' Compare<l to that

condition,

¡ the vente<l attic sheathing was almost 10"F (5'5"C)

cooler,

o the undersicle of the sheathing was 12'F (6'6"C)

cooler,

. the north sicte slope was 11'F (6'1'C) cooler, and

o the sheathing under white shingles, vented, was 26'F
(14.4"C) cooler.

¡ the attic air temperature in the vented attic is 28'F

(15.5'C) cooler,

¡ the attic air temperature in the vented attic with white

shingles is 32"F (17.8'C) cooler,

. the ventecl cathedral ceiling cavities ate 7"F (3'9'C)

cooler (slotted) and 3"F (1'6'C) cooler (stuffed)'

¡ the unventecl cathedral ceiling cavities are 3oF (1'6"C)

wanner (stuffecl) ancl 8'F (4'4"C) warrner (slotted)'

cathedral, 1' foam under

sheathing

cathedral, not vented, stufled

catredral, not vented, sloned

cathedrel, v€nted, srutlsd

cathedral, vsnted slotted

underside of sheathing, not
vented

flat coiling, vented

flat ceiling, not vented

north{acing sloPe, not vented

white shingles, vented

170

163

1oo 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190

degrees Farenheit

Figure 5 Mcaimum stlic sheathing temperaturefor summer 1991. Temperature readings are noî concurrenl'
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cathedral, not vented, stufed

cathedral, not vent€d, sloned

calhedral, vent€d, stufled

cathedral, vented, slotted

flat ceiling, vented

flat c€llin9, not v€nt€d

white shingles, vented

outdoor air temPerature

Temperatures during the summer have been compiled

to creâte a temperature distribution profile (histogram)

showing the number of hours during the summer when the

sheathing temperature was within a given 10'F (5'5'C)
intenval. Differences among the different attic con-

ng
le.
in

Figures 7 ancl 8. Figure 7 shows the number of hours

during which various configurations of flat cetling atlic

sheathings were above 120'F (49'C); Figure 8 shows the

same results for cetthedral ceilings. It can be seen that the

unvented flat-ceiling sheathing temperature was subject to

the greatest number of hours above 140oF (60'C). Among

the cathe<tral ceiling cases, only the vented, slotted case

showed si gnifi cantly cooler sheathing temperatures.

The flat ceiling data are from bstt insulation bays. The

loose'fill inzulation bays showed comparable $nnmer sttic
air temperatures. During the winter, the batt inzulation bays

showed slightly lower attic air temperatures a¡d slightly
lower energy use (1.17o lowet from January to March
1991) than the comparable loose-ñll insulation bays. To
resolve speculation regarding convection in loose-ñll
insulation, analysis of the still-preliminary heat flux dat¡ is
conti¡uing.

Dlol¡ture Content: Fl¡t Gelllng Bay.
Data from the first winter of measurement are shown

in Figure 9. This figure is a histogram showing the number

of hours during which the flat+eiling bay sheathing was at

a given moisture content. Interpretation of the meaning of
"moisture content" in this chart should be zubject to the

c¡utions expressed above under "INSTRUMENTATION,
Moisture Content.' Values above I (indicating resistance

161

166

155

151

130

158

126

98

1oo 110 120 130 140 150 160 170

degrees Farenheit

frgure 6 Maximum qir caviry temperature for summer 1991.

180 190

less than 1 megohm) m¿y be interpreted as indicating

moisture content above l8%, using the relation shown i¡
the Wood Handbook (FPL 1987).

The most commonly occurring indicator of moisture

content (l/log(rasistance) - 0.4) corresponds to 13%

moisture content. Resistance values less than 1 megohm

(indicating moisture content greater than 18%) occurred

rarely and only in the unvented bays. There was no sig'
nific¡nt accumulation of moisture in any of the flat ceiling

bays.
However, frost was se€n to occur on the protruding

nail points and on the panel clips. There were three frost
events during the month of January 1991. Each of these

events occurred during the coldest weather when outdoor

temperature was less than 10'F (-12'C). The water

appears to have diffitsed through the semi-permeable but

airtight ceilings from 5O% RH conditions below. During
each of these th¡ee frost events, which were photographed,

the accumulation of frost on the underside of the sheathing

in the unvented bays was noticeable, while the accumulation

in the vented bays was uegligible. The observation of frost
coincides in time with the recorded lowering of resistance

below 1 megohm.

Figure 10 shows a histogram of the same conditions for

the seconcl winter. For the second winter, Delmhorst meters

were used in the place of resistance bridges, and the outPut

was in moisture content. as clescribed above' The profiles

for the three cases-vente<1, unvented, and white shingles

(ventecl)-coinci<Je closely' There is no evidence of ac-

cumulation of moisture above 22% moisture content' The

winter was particularly mild. Only one event of frost

accumulation on protruding nail points was observed' As

before, the frost accr¡mulation was somewhat greater in the

unventecl bays than in the vented bays.

38i
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Distribution of sheathing temperalures above l20oFforflat-ceiling attics during summer 1991
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Distribution of sheathing temperatures above I2O"Ffor cathedral ceiling assemblies during summer 1991 .

0
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mo¡sture content indicator: 1/log(resistance ¡n megohms)

Moisture conditio¡ts inflat-ceíIing bays during thefirst winter (Jan-Feb I99I). A value of O.4 corresponds to

13% mc: ø value of 1.0 corresponds to 18* ma
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The ceilings in the flat-ceiling bays were tested as very

aiflight, with no measurable leakage area (CMHC 1991).

Pipes were installed as describecl in Table 1 and Figure 3,

which, if uncapped, permit airflow under natural con-
ditions. Throughout both winters of study, the pipes in the

flat ceiling bays remained capped, with the exception of a

two-week period at the end of February in the frrst winter.
During that period, the weather was mild and there was no

noticeable fluctuation in any of the flat-ceiling moisture
content measurements.

In general, throughout both winters, the flat-ceiling
attics showed no accumulation of moisture above 22%,
With airtight ceilings, there was little difference in moisture
performance among the vented and unvented bays.

(0 co

Moisture Content: Catlredral Ceillngs

In contrast to the flat-ceiling attics, the cathedral ceiling

cavities showed a marked moisture resPonse to winter
conditions. In this analysis, only the north-facing slopes of
the cathe<lral ceilings are considered, as the south-facing
slopes showed dry conditions throughout both winters.

Data are available for only February of the first winter.
On February 15, all of the ceiling holes were uncapped.

Only one sensor location showed a marked response to the

opening, i.e., the location in the vented, stuffed cavity that

is uphill from tbe opening (between the ceiling opening and

the ridge vent). The response of that cavity is shown in
Figure 11.
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Resistance of moisture content probes in the vented/stufed cøviry during February 1991 , showitrg increase in

moisture content in the high sensor when the ceiling opening was uncapped'
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Figure 12 shows the averages of the moisture cootent

indicatãrs (1/log[resistance]) for February 1991' It is

I ceiling cavities were

ed cavities, with the

aPParent reduction in
/unvented/slotted case

following the opening of the ceiling holes can be explained'

at present, Ônl,v as a result of the warmer outdoor tempera-

tuås that occurred following the opening of the ceiling

holes. However, this explanation is weak in view of those

other cases in which no change in moisture content oc-

curre<l.

For the second winter (December 1991 through

as moisture content. Tl,: lesults from the second wintr¡

bear some similarity to the results from the previous

winter-the ventedistuffecl/high condition is once a-clin

subject to high moisture contents, and the unventecl cavli¡cs

"r"l 
in geneial, wetter than the vented cavities' The chart

sho*s ihat the conclitions unventecl/slotted and vented/-

stuffe<l/high were subject to woocl saturation conditions'

These same results can be seen in Figure 14, a datt

clistribution plot of the cathedral moisture content data for

catheclral ceilings, in which the high and low sensor

locations are combined. It is cl,¡lr tliLtt the r,ented/slr¡tted

conclition tnaint¡itri the ciriest conditions during tli¿ u'irlte¡'

when an opening in rhe ceiling is pres'xt'

\,

DISCUSSTON

future efforts to quantify these effects'

The moisture content findings do not form a complete

set of conclitions. Further research is necessary to determine

with greater conf,idence the effect of ceiling openings in

flat-cJiling attics and the effec¡ of closed ceilings in cathe-

dral assemblies.
The performance of flat ceiling bays and cathedral

ceiling bays is not identical. In flat ceiling bays, tempera-

tures ancj moisture contents are morè moderate than in

cathe<lrai ceilings. Th.is is likely due to the fact that a single

volume that faces both north and south sides is not subject

to the extremes of temperature and vaPor pressure present

in isolated cavities. The traditional case of attic construc-

tion, with venting and with provision for airflow along the

unclerside of the sheathing, showed satisfactory perfor-

for visual inspection of the sheathing condition'
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Figure 12 Average log (resistance) corre.rpovlirr,¿ to moisture content in the cathedral ceilings during thefirst winter (Feb
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Figure Ij Average and maximum moisture content in cathedral ceiling cavities during secottd winter' ceiling openings

were uncaPPed (oPen).
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CONCLUSIONS

The maximum temperatures and the temperature

distributions in comparable ventilated and unventilated attic

sPaces under certain field conditions have been demon-

strated. The results show clearly that ventilation keeps attics

cooler.
ìWhen flat ceilings and cathedral ceilings are con-

structed with venting and a continuous slot permitting
airflow, both the temperatures and the moisture contents

remain in a moclerate range. This appears to hokl true even

with a small opening in the ceiling.

Flat-ceiling attics with no ceiling penetration showe<l

tittle differencã in moisture content performance whether

opening is created.

Future work, mocleling of attic effects in particular'

will permit these results to be applie<l to other conditions of

climáte, orientation, and construction'
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